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Special Issue on Calculemus-99:
Integrating Computation and Deduction
Foreword of the Guest Editors
In their foreword to the first issue of the Journal of Symbolic Computation (1985), the
founding editors set forth the scope of this publication within the frame of “computa-
tional algebra and computational logic”, therefore making the journal a forum for the
interaction between these two fields.
Since then, both algebraic computation and automated reasoning have made significant
progress both in theory and in application, such that now quite popular desktop systems
are able to assist the mathematician and the engineer in solving theoretical and practical
problems. On the one hand, computer algebra systems have been commercially very
successful: their use is now wide-spread in industry, education, and in scientific research.
On the other hand, the use of formal methods in hardware and software development
makes deduction systems indispensable not least because of the complexity and sheer
size of the reasoning tasks involved.
However, during the last decade it has became more and more evident that the integra-
tion of algebraic computation and automated reasoning is necessary in order to increase
the effectiveness of “computer aided mathematics”. This idea provided the seed for the
project Calculemus (now an European founded network), which started as a series of
“unofficial” workshops (Trento 1997, Edinburgh 1997, Eindhoven 1998). The Federated
Logic Conference in Trento (June 1999) hosted the first Calculemus workshop with pub-
lished proceedings (Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer Science, volume 23, issue 3,
www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs).
The current special issue is based on 13 submissions by the speakers at the workshop
and by other researchers—following an open call for papers—from which we selected
five for publication in the journal, based on the opinions of the anonymous referees.
The papers included in this special issue offer a good overview of the current attempts
of integrating computation and reasoning, ranging from theoretical issues to practical
applications.
The paper “The Control Layer in Open Mechanized Reasoning Systems: Annotations
and Tactics”, by A. Armando, A. Coglio, F. Giunchiglia, and S. Ranise, refers to a speci-
fication framework for automated reasoning systems (OMRS) that provides an additional
and complementary way to structure specifications w.r.t. the standard approach based
on modularity. An OMRS specification has three components: a logic layer, a control
layer, and an interaction layer. The paper in this special issue provides a complete treat-
ment of the control layer that is based on the idea of representing the control knowledge
through annotations added to the data structure describing the logic, and in specifying
proof strategies as tactics.
The paper “Automatic Derivation of the Irrationality of e”, by M. Beeson, gives ev-
idence of the practical usefulness of the integration of computation and deduction, by
presenting a fully automated proof that combines various techniques from both fields:
treatment of inequalities, bounds on infinite series, type distinction, induction, simpli-
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fications of expressions involving factorials, and summing of infinite geometrical series.
Metavariables are instantiated by inferences rules encoding mathematical knowledge,
rather than only by unification.
The paper “On the Role of OpenMath in Interactive Mathematical Documents”, by O.
Caprotti and A. M. Cohen, reveals the importance of OpenMath as an emerging standard
for the production and maintenance of “live” mathematical texts, which automates the
user access to various components of a mechanized assistant: theorem provers for gener-
ation of proofs, computer algebra systems for verification of equalities, proof checkers for
verification of proofs, etc. A working implementation of a complete example (primality
verification) validates the basic ideas.
The paper “MBase: Representing Knowledge and Context for the Integration of Math-
ematical Software Systems”, by M. Kohlhase and A. Franke, describes the data model
of a web-based, distributed mathematical knowledge base. The model equips knowledge
bases with a hierarchy of logical systems linked by logic morphisms, which relativize
formulae and proofs both at a logic level and at a language level, thus supporting both
reduction to axiomatic theories and translation to various formats.
The paper “A General Framework to Build Contextual Cover Set Induction Provers”,
by S. Stratulat, details a thorough theoretical methodology for creating sound extensions
and combinations of reasoning systems, and illustrates the use of this methodology on a
novel inference system uniformly defined in terms of contextual cover sets, as well as on
the practical system SPIKE. The use of the latter extension is demonstrated by proving
the correctness of the MJRTY algorithm.
This special issue could not be possible without the excellent work of the reviewers,
to whom we express special thanks: Henk Barendregt (University of Nijmegen), Bruno
Buchberger (RISC-Linz), Alan Bundy (University of Edinburgh), Jaques Calmet (Uni-
versity of Karlsruhe), Edmund Clarke (Carnegie Mellon University), Alessandro Coglio
(Kestrel Institute, U.S.A.), Bernd Ingo Dahn (University of Koblenz-Landau), Katherine
Eastaughffe (University of Cambridge), Fausto Giunchiglia (IRST, Trento and University
of Trento), Hoon Hong (University of North Carolina), Tetsuo Ida (Tsukuba University),
Andrew Ireland (Heriot-Watt University), Manfred Kerber (University of Birmingham),
Michael Kohlhase (University of Saarbru¨cken), Boris Konev (Steklov Institute of Mathe-
matics, St Petersburg), Alexander Letichevsky (Glushkov Institute of Cybernetics, Kiev),
Ursula Martin (St Andrews University), Lawrence C. Paulson (University of Cambridge),
Silvio Ranise (University of Genova), Joerg Siekmann (University of Saarbru¨cken), Klaus
Sutner (Carnegie Mellon University), Carolyn Talcott (Stanford University), Andrzej
Trybulec (University of Bialystok), Dongming Wang (IMAG Grenoble).
We further thank all the authors for their work in preparing and revising the papers,
and last but not least, to the JSC editors for patiently guiding us through the editorial
process.
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